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Allows to verify a document's digital signature from the toolbar. This includes verification of the X.509 data certificate and the
signature stored within the data. A public key is provided from the current document as well as the active document. The button

becomes enabled if a current document is available in the editor. XMLSpy Digital Signature Lite Plugin URL: 15 Comments
We cannot reproduce the issue. If you give us some more details we can help you further. What version of XMLSpy do you

use? What version of the plugin do you use? What exact steps do you do to reproduce the issue? Hi, Thank you for your reply.
We used XmlSpy 1.1.2.1 (with Digital Signature Lite 1.1.2.1). The steps for reproducing the issue are: 1. Creating a new

document and signature using digital signatures lite 2. Delete the current document, as the "Digital Signatures" plugin normally
expects that you use the current document for verification. 3. Verify the digital signature and this should be correct 4. Re-enter
the previous document into the editor and then verify the digital signature 5. Repeat 3 and 4 until the error appears Hi! This is a

bug in the plugin and will be fixed in the next version (4.0.0.0), which is currently under development. Please keep your
feedback until then. You can also have a look to our github repo: Regards, As stated in the plugin description and on our github
page ( this is the latest version available. You should use the latest available version to avoid this issue. Hi, Thank you for your

feedback. As already mentioned this is a bug in the plugin and will be fixed in the next version. Please keep your feedback until
then. You can also have a look to our github repo: Regards, Hi, Thank you for your feedback. As already mentioned this is a bug

in the plugin and will be fixed in the next version. Please keep your feedback until
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KeyMACRO Type: Macro Syntax: KeyMACRO( [filename:]type ) Inputs: filename: Name of the key file type: Name of the
type of key (defaults to DSA) Macro Parameters: key: String value of the key. When no filename is provided the key filename

is used. When the type is not supported the value is changed to the default DSA value. Additional Macro Commands: Listmacro
: Listmacro( [key:]value ) Removes the key from the list. Removes a specified key from the list of active keys. Verifymacro :

Verifymacro( [filename:]type ) Check digital signature for document. If a file is provided it will load it and check the signature.
Afterwards the key(s) that were used for the verification are saved. If no key was used for the verification the default key will

be used. The verification is done with the key(s) that are saved in the keymacro and the key in use in the file. Getmacro :
Getmacro( [key:]value ) Returns the value of the key from the keymacro. Removes the key from the list. Removes a specified
key from the list of active keys. Supported Key Types: B2B DSA X509 Properties: Key filename: Name of the key file. Type:
Name of the type of key (defaults to DSA) Listmacro: Listmacro() Removes the key from the list. Removes a specified key

from the list of active keys. Verifymacro: Verifymacro() Check digital signature for document. Afterwards the key(s) that were
used for the verification are saved. If no key was used for the verification the default key will be used. Getmacro: Getmacro()

Returns the value of the key from the keymacro. Removes the key from the list. Removes a specified key from the list of active
keys. Example: Before: This will list the active keys. B2B DSA X509 After: After deleting the key1 the list will show: B2B

After: The key1 will be removed. Key Description: When using KeyMACRO the key file 77a5ca646e
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The XMLSpy Digital Signature Lite Plugin for XMLSpy allows you to verify the digital signature of an XSD file or an XML
file which was generated by the W3C XML document standard. The digital signature is added to the XML file to protect against
unauthorized changes. You can also generate a digital signature of a file to ensure the correct signature. The digital signature is
stored in the file. The digital signature can be verified by other tools. The digital signature allows to restore a file from a backup
if only the original document is available. Digital signature of an XSD file: XMLSpy Digital Signature Lite Plugin for XMLSpy
also provides an utility to create a digital signature of an XSD file. The utility uses the same method for digital signature
generation as the one provided by the XMLSpy Digital Signature Lite Plugin. Verification of a digital signature: Using the
XMLSpy Digital Signature Lite Plugin for XMLSpy, the digital signature of an XML file or an XSD file can be verified. The
same digital signature can be used multiple times. Change to a document: If a new document is available in the XMLSpy Editor,
the XMLSpy Digital Signature Lite Plugin for XMLSpy allows to add the correct digital signature to the new document.
XMLSpy Digital Signature Lite Details: The XMLSpy Digital Signature Lite Plugin for XMLSpy is based on the digital
signature generation algorithm defined by the W3C. The digital signature verification algorithm is based on the public key
certificate. The digital signature can be verified by other tools, e.g. the OpenSSL package. The digital signature is only a
protection against unauthorized changes. It does not provide a guarantee that the original XML file is not tampered with. Digital
signatures are based on hash values. The XMLSpy Digital Signature Lite Plugin for XMLSpy allows to verify the digital
signature of an XML file and XSD file. The XMLSpy Digital Signature Lite Plugin for XMLSpy is based on the W3C XML
standard. XMLSpy Digital Signature Lite FAQ: How is a digital signature implemented? The digital signature of an XML file
and XSD file is implemented by using a hash value. How many documents can be added to the digital signature? If there is only
one XML file or one XSD file available, the digital signature can be verified by using the corresponding hash values. Is there an
option for verifying the digital
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##XMLSpy ##XMLSpy - XML Document Editor from MicroSoft ##Digital Signature ##Digital Signature - ##Toolbar
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System Requirements For XMLSpy Digital Signature Lite:

Pre-requisites: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, and Windows 8.1 (64-bit) Windows 10 or later
recommended (64-bit) Internet: An active Internet connection is required to download the game. System Requirements:
Minimum: Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 8.1 (64-bit) Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-2350M CPU @ 2.30GHz 4GB RAM 1.2
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